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ABSTRACT
This poster describes the development of a poetry project entitled “The Power of Poetry,” undertaken with a group of nursing home eligible seniors, majority African American,
ranging in age from 55 to 93, in a Program of All-Inclusive Care for the Elderly (PACE) located in Philadelphia, PA.

BACKGROUND
Mercy LIFE—West Philadelphia (MLWP), In affiliation with the University of Pennsylvania School of Nursing, is a PACE (Program of All-Inclusive Care for the Elderly) program
part of Trinity Health PACE. The program serves seniors in Philadelphia ages 55 and over who are nursing home eligible and require assistance with activities of daily living.
Participants enrolled in Mercy LIFE—West Philadelphia attend the day center which offers health care, recreation and social services. The Recreation Department plans and
facilitates a variety of activities that are of interest to the participants.
“The Power of Poetry” project was an effort led by the Recreation Therapy department and a creative writing teacher, Ann De Forest, who taught and demonstrated skills for
creative writing. The 13 participants involved in the project ranged between ages 55-93, majority were African American, and shared the common connection of living in the city
of Philadelphia.

METHODS
IDENTIFICATION OF GROUP MEMBERS
•

•

•

•

All project participants were enrolled in the
Mercy LIFE—West Philadelphia program
and attended the day center regularly.
The Recreation Department advertised the
Poetry Class through the recreation calendar
and signage around the center.
The Recreation Department identified
participants who expressed interest in
participating in the poetry project.
Participants selected committed to four
afternoons in a given month.

POETRY AS EXPERIENCE
In the Navy
There were seven blacks
on the whole ship of 400 men.
I had two years to do
and everyone else had three
or four. I was used as the
Steppin Fetchit, getting coffee,
swabbing the deck,
and painting the ship,
working in the kitchen,
standing guard duty.
I had to do as we were told and
be quiet.
				— Joseph Karl Harris

WRITING WORK
•

Participants met weekly for five weeks with a
recreation therapist and a creative writing teacher.

•

Poems, photographs and paintings were used
during the class to promote and encourage writing.

•

•

•

Participants involved were taught poetic forms,
creative use of language and were encouraged to
write about life experiences and memories relating
to Philadelphia.
Participants shared written work with the
recreation therapist, creative writing teacher
and with each other for feedback and guidance.
After edits and re-writes (if necessary) were
made by the creative writing teacher, the poems
were published.

•

The poetry fest was held at Mercy LIFE —
West Philadelphia in April 2017 in honor of
National Poetry Month.

•

Participants read their written work
at the poetry event while paintings that
inspired the writing process were displayed.

•

A publication entitled “The Power of Poetry”
featured original poetry from participants and
was distributed to event attendees.

•

The poetry was published in Hidden City
Daily, a local online publication, in April 2017.

POETRY AS REMEMBERING

CONTRIBUTORS

Tasty Kakes Was Here
Sweets was here
Sugar & spice
Flavors of vanilla & chocolate
Smells—lemon smells
You remember the cream &
chocolate color but this
is just memory
Where are the ovens, where
are the people who make
the sweet fulfill your taste
I cannot believe that peeling
paint has replaced a place
that had much sugar, and
love of deliciousness
						— Anna Cross
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POETRY AS EXPRESSION

Chanel Coleman, Recreation Therapy Manager
Lisa Eible, Director of Quality & Compliance

“Before I was not as outspoken because I was afraid of how everyone else would
feel when I voiced my opinions. But in poetry! I speak my mind.”

Mercy LIFE—West Philadelphia
4508 Chestnut Street
Philadelphia, PA 19139
267.787.8300

			 — Joseph Karl Harris, age 68
“Writing helps the time pass. I come to this poetry group to get all of my thoughts
and memories on paper. I have a lot to share, and I want to get it all out.”
								— Anna Cross, age 82

CONTINUING TRADITIONS
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PUBLICATION AND SHARING

The poetry project brought alive African American traditions of storytelling and poetry. Such traditions are welldocumented (for example, Nerad, 2015: Banks-Wallace, J. 2002), and mark the power of the written and
spoken word, and it’s ability to empower. This project allowed for opportunity for self expression. Poetry gives
voice to African American older adults who may not have been or felt heard before. Nerad (2015) notes that “the
beginning of African American poetry is strongly rooted in the oral traditions of an oppressed people, who were
largely denied an opportunity and the occasion to create literary expression.” Projects with African American
seniors who likely have lived through significant life events and experiences, can be especially powerful, as they
may not have the ability to express emotion in other settings in their life. Poetry can be a particularly meaningful
medium of expression, as it has the capacity to focus on thoughts and feelings and may be less intimidating than
other traditional writing styles. Additionally, the concept of working on poetry as a group provides a safe space for
self-expression and feedback.
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